Battery Modeling
Optimize Batteries and Battery Systems

GT-SUITE is the leading tool for complete battery modeling from a single cell to an entire pack. With its many advanced
features, it aids in all stages of both the battery design process and the electrified vehicle design process. GT-SUITE
provides a flexible environment to predict battery performance and life characteristics, verify thermal balance, and ensure
battery safety.

For advanced Li-ion electrochemical modeling, Gamma Technologies
offers GT-AutoLion, which is integrated directly into GT-SUITE. This
dynamic tool is ideal for cell design and provides many key advantages
to its users, among them:

Unparalleled Simulation Speed

Library of Validated Data

Battery Degradation Prediction

With its rapid solver speed, GTAutoLion provides a fast and efficient
way to easily iterate on cell design and
chemistry selection. Performance and
life characteristics of new designs are
quickly evaluated, even under extreme
operating conditions.
Furthermore,
GT-AutoLion grants insight into internal
electrochemical processes taking place
inside a Lithium-ion battery, including
instantaneous concentration of Lithium
throughout a cell.

Included
with
every
GTAutoLion license is a database of
electrochemical materials built from
prototyping and testing more than
1,000,000 coin cells. The database
contains all popular Li-ion cathodes,
anodes, and electrolytes, as well as
state-of-the-art materials, including
solid state electrolytes. Additionally,
GT-AutoLion
enables
mixtures
of active particles and custom
electrochemical materials to be
tested.

AutoLion’s
physics-based
aging
models enable prediction of both
capacity fade and resistance growth
in Li-ion cells. Models are calibrated
to both cycle and calendar aging test
results using the built-in GT-SUITE
optimizer. By integrating GT-AutoLion
into GT-SUITE multi-physics system
models, battery degradation over
years of operation can be predicted.

Model performance for any Li-ion battery chemistry using GT-AutoLion and accelerate Li-ion battery development by
decreasing in-lab testing time through reliable, simulation-based analysis.

Deep Physics

System Integration

GT-SUITE, a multi-physics simulation platform, allows
electrical or electrochemical battery models to be coupled
to advanced thermo-fluids systems, including thermal
networks, thermal finite element meshes, and the world’s
most advanced 1-Dimenionsal flow solution.

Integrate dynamic, multi-physics models of components for
accurate system-level analysis. These models are used to
predict EV range, component degradation, thermal warmup of components, human comfort, and more.

Key Features
Complete Vehicle Development with Advanced Battery Models
GT-SUITE’s next-generation vehicle modeling framework, GT-DRIVE+, allows
advanced battery models to be used to help optimize vehicle configuration and
component selection for optimal performance, fuel economy, and emissions.

Thermal Balance Optimization
Thermal management is an essential component to successful battery design.
GT-SUITE provides the ideal platform to predict battery temperature distribution
and to size heat exhangers to meet cooling requirements. DOE and optimization
are also included at no extra cost.

Controls Development Support
GT-SUITE enables a model-based design approach to controls development by
supporting Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL), and Hardwarein-the-Loop (HiL) environments.

Flexible Fidelity Options
GT’s unique interface allows model level of fidelity to change seamlessly, from
3D electrochemical battery models to lumped parameter behavioral models.This
ensures the right level of physics for the task at hand.

Model & Data Management
GT-SUITE’s many model and data management capabilities provide the
infrastructure for collaborations both internally and externally. By integrating with
PLM and Data Management systems, GT-SUITE reduces time to market and
development costs.
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